It is shown that if
1.
The obvious necessary conditions for a metric space to be densely imbeddable in Hilbert space are separability and nowhere local compactness. It is an open question whether these conditions are sufficient (see Section 3) . In this paper we construct dense imbeddings of a-compact spaces into Hilbert space. The theorem below is stated in terms of those general properties of Hilbert space which are used in this construction.
Definition. A separable metric space H is strongly universal if all mappings of separable metric spaces into H can be arbitrarily closely approximated (with respect to open covers of H) by imbeddings.
Corollary. A metric space can be imbedded as a dense crZ-set in the Hiibert cube if and only if it is u-compact and nowhere locally compact.

2.
Let X be a g-compact, nowhere locally compact metric space, and let (H, d) be a complete metric space satisfying the hypotheses of the Theorem. Since H is connected and locally connected, we may assume that all open metric balls N(y ; E) are connected. It is easily verified that open balls with respect to d* are connected.) We say E c H is an e-net for H if N(E; E) = H.
Since X is cr-compact, there exists a countable collection P = {(K,, Cm): n zz 1) of pairs of non-empty, disjoint closed subsets of X such that:
(1) each K,, is compact; (2) for any neighborhood N(x) of a point x, we have x E K,, c X\C, c N(x) for some n.
(Consider a countable open base {Bi} for X, and write X = lJf Xi, each Xi compact. We obtain the collection P by considering the pairs (Xi fl Bj, X\BI,), where Bj c Bk.)
By imbedding a compactification of the nowhere locally compact space X into the universal space H, we obtain an imbedding ho:X+H such that hO(X)\ho(X) is dense in ho(X). We will inductively construct sequences of open subsets Y,, of H, imbeddings h, : Y, + H, and positive constants E" such that:
Conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) show that h =lim,,m h, --* ho defines a map of X into H. Condition (iv) implies that d(h(K,,)), h(C,)
) ~e,/15; it follows that h is an imbedding. Condition (v) implies that h(X) contains an E,,-net for H, and is therefore dense in H. Condition (vi), an expression of the nowhere local compactness of X, is used in the induction argument.
The imbeddings h, will be chosen as approximations to compositions of certain engulfing maps, obtained in the following manner:
Lemma. Let 
Proof. Y? ifd(y,z)a&;
We now proceed with the details for the inductive construction.
Initial
Step (n = 1 
-ho(&), hnel * * . h,(G)).
Every e-net for H contains, for each S > 0, a discrete (e +S)-net. (Consider a locally finite cover of H with mesh less than S, and in each member of the cover choose a point of the e-net, if one exists). Thus hndl * * * ho(X) contains a countable set D which is a discrete &,-r/16-net for H. Let
E = {x ED: N(x; &,-t/16) fl N(h,_l * . -ho(K,,); 2~") =0}.
Let Fc h,_l * * -ho(&) be a finite &,-net for h,-1 * * * ho(K,,).
Note that E and F are disjoint, and E UF is discrete. The corohary to the theorem follows by taking H to be the pseudo-interior flf (-1,l) of the Hilbert cube Q = n: r-1,1], since every o-compact subset of the pseudo-interior is a uZ-set in Q. This result in the zero-dimensional case was given in [2] . 
